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About This Game

PSF 2019 builds on its realistic and deep coaching options and friendly General Manager features, and brings a new era of
customization!

Now available for Mac!

New in PSF 2019:

Customize and share all UI images. Edit helmets, fields, midfield logos, player images, colors, end zones, and more! Use
actual images for pro teams, colleges, high schools, even create and share your own - fantasy (elves, orcs), armies,
zombies, no limits!

Edit and share the draft pool each year!

Crowd sounds and audio commentary!

Edit game plan for individual games!

Modify your career team's game plan each preseason!

Run a pre-game analysis to see which team wins more simulations!
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Simulate, Watch, or even Coach all teams' games in Career Play!

Even more stats and leaders than before!

Improved experience when watching simulated games live!

More attributes!

Whether you want to coach the most realistic football engine available, or watch a simulated game live, or manage your team
over multiple seasons, or if you are really, REALLY into extensive stats and leaders, Pro Strategy Football 2019 delivers it all!
If you love the idea of sharing tons of leagues and images with a large community, Pro Strategy Football 2019 will bring you

hundreds of hours of fun and experimenting!

Play the way YOU want to play – coach, manage, watch simulations. Create quick match ups, or play any single season, or build
your team in GM/Career play and mix and match your GM and coaching skills however you want! And in Career Play, you can

now watch every game each week!

Create and share custom leagues, where you have full control over player and team names and ratings, team colors, and all
images! With PSF’s flexibility, point any league to any set of images, and change it at any time, right in the game!

Pro Strategy Football is a realistic simulation (and game) of American Football. Built around a complex and realistic engine that
was developed as a Computer Science Master's project, the game has grown over the years to become the most accurate

simulation of coaching in American Football. You can watch simulated games live, too!

Choose your level of coaching difficulty. Select Basic level to play a relaxing game or choose Advanced to control every aspect
of every play – who to motion, who to blitz or double team, how to shift your line, everything! And in-game help describes

every feature, so you can learn football while you play!

Overcome weather, injuries, penalties, and mistakes! The AI doesn’t cheat, so if some of your players are having a bad day, you
have to adapt as in real life!

PSF is a user-friendly and powerful Management and Career game as well! Trade current and future draft picks, shuffle your
roster, choose which team drills to emphasize, and build your players! Make tough decisions on whether to keep your favorite

player who’s starting to slow down a bit.

And PSF is nirvana for stats junkies! View team and player histories, past seasons, game stats, season stats, career stats, leaders
across dozens of categories, and more!
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HELL y3ah lik3 wd2 wasnt already F****** STUNNING!!!
if you hav3 wd2 and a extr3m3ly g00d c0mput3r g3t this right g0damn now. Don't let the trailer fool you, none of the
illustrations of characters move (at least the ones with the H-patch don't move) and the choices don't matter until the last one
where you just pick a girl for the ending. The writing is corny and riddled with typos. It's just bad. It'd be fine if this was being
sold for $5 but at $10 (or even the launch discount of $8.49) it's just too much to ask for such a short and limited VN.. The first
time i've played the game, i got many problems with framerate and there was many bugs with sprites. But the Dev is aware and
care of your situation and solved the problem rapidly.

The game itself is nice, take some rogue-like elements, RPG items, Asteroid gameplay and a huge replayability, take all of those
things into a shaker and tadam : Starship Rubicon

If you like games like Starsector, space game and shooter, this is for you !. This is honestly more of a psychological examination
than it is a story, but that doesn't take anything away from it. This story has an incredibe amount of replayablity. I would
strongly recommend it if you need a change of pace from the normal Choice titles. It is definitely for a certain crowd though. I
would give this an 8\/10.. I'd appreciate more care in the design of the game; some sequences weren't executed well due to the
text box hiding the key items, and then there's the map...as seen in the screenshots...poorly done, and compromised the
gameplay greatly. The story did alright with getting me interested, but I wouldn't call this game ready for a full release.. Okay,
so far I'm only two hours (on record) in playing this game, on my first play through and have no idea how far into the game I am
and just how much there is left to go. I saw this pop up on Steam, thought it looked quirky and interesting and decided to wait
for a sale and when it happened I snapped it up. The only regret I have is in waiting so long, this game is worth it at full price.

This game may not be for everyone as it makes you think out of the box, I understand that the box these days is "Here is a gun,
go shoot things" but I'm talking about in adventure game terms.

Sure, there's quests to do which are pretty straight forward involving helping the homeless, pimp business and corrupt
politicians. Your standard adventure game staples you might think. But you're some white dude with blonde hair who definitely
has a disorder of some sort who can be talked into trying to disguise themselve as a Yakuza to aid the mafia.

If that paragraph didn't really make sense then the rest of the game will make less sense. If it did make sense to you then you're
probably the protagonist of the game.

I may edit this after a few playthrough's, but somehow I think leaving this game in people's minds with a little morbid curiosity
might fare better. If you've seen it and read about it and\/or put it on your wishlist just do it. It's one of those games that you
think you'll fire up for a few minutes to see what it's like, think "everything is fairly standard and boring, nothings really
happening. That's the first bit over, what's the fuss? I'll play a bit more and... what? Wait! What? Seriously? Is this?... Yes it is
happening" and will just continue on.

If you want an adventure game that really makes use of you interacting with it for Steam achievements then this is for you.

If you want an adventure game that makes you try to find inventive ways for you to be killed then this is for you.

If you want an adventure game that tries to make you find ways to steal babies and then eat them then this is definitely for you,
and you should probably seek help.
. A VERY promising EA title. The graphics are very atmospheric and I really like the little touches like the boatman who takes
you to the tower. Also a fun selection of medieval arms to chose from. If you've got the space, this game is fun.
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If you want to help this guy raise his new baby, and be there to hold his hand through his first attempt at making a game, then
this game is for you.
  If you want a sandbox RPG that gets updated and runs well without a dozen bugs hitting you in the face every 5 minutes, look
elsewhere.

  The game looks cool, seems like a good idea, but it is my opinion that this developer has little to no experience making games.
The game isnt optimized, runs like crap on new systems, the options menu is an abysmal joke, and there are soooooo many
bugs, its not worth $10.

  If this game goes on sale for $3, it would be worth it. But it seems that releasing new DLC is more improtant than polishing
this jagged rusty hunk o junk. I wrote this bad review after seeing that he released DLC that has nothing to do with fixing the
games jagged edges.

  (Note to the Dev) DLC is for AFTER the game is released, otherwise, it seems like you are just collecting money for a broken
game. Pets should be free for having to put up with this hunk o crap. Youd be better off getting Junk Jack on iOS for $.99. Is
there a way to remove this game from my library? I'm so ashamed that all my friends can see I have bought this..... Fun, quick
game to play when killing time or to just relax with. One of the most intriguing puzzle games I've ever played. Great
Atmosphere from the very begining. Game is really hard.. The puzzles and the story are not fun..... We tried the game as a group
of 4 and unfortunately it wasn't any fun. Maybe the big mistake was to play it after SpeedRunners. Overall the mechanic of the
vanishing colored obstacles\/platforms etc was more frustrating than fun.. Good content and skins but its 5 bucks. I got it on sale
but i think its a bit expensive. Otherwise great content.. Masterpiece 10\/10
Game of the Year 2017
Meatboy without meat. I completely adore this game! It is a very simplistic exploration game where you bring color to the
world. I haven't decrypted any of the journals yet and that will be a challenge on it's own. It's one of those games where I can
just relax and let the color flow. I don't usuall play games with the sound on but the music is very charming and I find myself
tuning on the volume for this game. I highly recommend this game if you are looking for soething to unwind with after a long
day.. I love the settings and obstacles you have put in this game. I recommend this game to kids between 3-9 as it is not violent
at all. Others above that age limit could also enjoy playing this game.

_DiggyDog_

 3\/5. This DLC adds a lot of new fights that fixes one of my chief complaints with the base game - it was too easy without self-
imposed limitations.

The Danger Deck fights mix up combat and really push you to come up with new strategies, to a point where you will have to
individually tailor your character and party makeup to deal with specific encounters. Every enemy in this fight can heal? Ok,
bring a Pull\/Knockback to seperate one from the pack and focus him down.

There's no need to de-power yourself to get a challenge here. Light on plot, heavy on combat, this is a great DLC if you liked
the gameplay but felt it wasn't pushing you enough.
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